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Amflex Forced Ventilation Ducting can be made to any specification required depending on the base fabric used.
Standard, Heavy Duty and Extra Heavy Duty, PVC coated materials with flame retardant, anti static and rot resistant qualities can all be supplied.
Forcing Ducting can be supplied in any length up to 150
metres and any diameter up to 3 metres.
Forcing Ducting can also be supplied with intermittent
wire reinforcement to reduce duct resistance on fan
start up or with twin suspension lines to achieve the
same effect.

Technical Data

Ducting can be supplied for use in steel cassettes for
machine driven tunnels or in short lengths for manual
installation.

Maximum Working Pressures—
Standard Diameter Ducting
We can offer a full service for pressure
loss calculations on auxiliary ventilation schemes. Full ventilation studies
and advice are also available for systems using AMFLEX ducting.

NAYLOR Amco Plastics can supply complete ventilation packages including: fans, silencers, air coolers, steel ducting, shaft ducting and cassettes. This is in addition to
the full range of forced and exhaust ventilation ducting.

 Ducting is normally supplied complete with suspension

hooks and coupling.

 A variety of coupling devices are available.
 Steel wire end rings are incorporated into each end of the

ducts for coupling.

 Materials used are constantly monitored for tensile and tear

strengths, flame resistance and anti-static properties, and
finished ducts up to 1200mm can be pressure/leakage tested if required.

Repair kits available.
A full range of Y pieces and T pieces are available.
Fully welded seams at least 80% of material strength.
Continuous strip or tag suspension can be fitted.
Plated steel suspension hooks rated at 100kg load are supplied for easy installation.
 Catenary wire calculations are available and suitable wire
can be supplied on request.
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